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"Antrittsvorlesungen":

Habilitation lectures:


Application talks for professorships:


Conference talks:

• Schmidt, T., & Hauch, V. (2010). Response inhibition by primes and masks in the negative compatibility effect: It's not the prime, it's not the mask, and is it even inhibition? 43. Herbsttreffen experimentelle Kognitionspychologie, Halle, Germany.


• Schmidt, T. (2001). Priming the kinetics of pointing movements: Online control by barely visible isoluminant color stimuli. 6th Meeting of the Cognitive Science Association for Interdisciplinary Learning, Hood River, Oregon, USA.


Conference posters:


Schmidt, T., & Hauch, V. (2010). Qualitative differences between fast response priming and the negative compatibility effect. 33rd European Conference on Visual Perception, Lausanne, Switzerland.


• Schmidt, T., & Seydell, A. (2006). Boosting feedforward processing by visual attention. 9th Tübingen Conference on Perception, Tübingen, Germany.


• Schmidt, T., & Fehr, J. (2002). The finger in flight: Real-time motor control by visually masked color stimuli. 43rd Congress of the German Psychological Society, Berlin, Germany.


---
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**Talks as co-author:**


**Posters as co-author:**


• Schröder, M., & Schmidt, T. (2016). *Turning a horse into a unicorn: How a double dissociation can be produced by custom-made mask functions in a response-priming experiment.* 49. Herbsttreffen Experimentelle Kognitionspychologie, Tübingen, Germany.


